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Why is a marking and traceability system introduced?
   - Increasing tax and duty collection
   - Exclusion of counterfeit products
   - Fair conditions for all manufacturers and importers
   - Supply chain tracking

   The first experiment in Russia showed an increasing in tax collection by 8 times 
for its product group.

   Goods traceability systems are being launched worldwide to fight against illegal 
product circulation, including the USA, EU, Turkey, Argentina, and Brazil.



Stages & deadlines

  

 - 01.07.2020: Prohibition of sales of unmarked shoes

 - 01.07.2020 - 31.07.2020: Marking of goods purchased before 01.07.2020, but received 
after 01.07.2020



What products need to be marked?

Marking required for shoes:
 - Imported to Russia for sale in the EAEU
 - Manufactured in Russia for sale in the EAEU

Marking NOT required for shoes:
 - Imported to Russia as samples for exhibition and/or for certifications
 - Manufactured in Russia for export outside the EAEU



What is a marking code?

Marking code is provided by the operator, it’s unique for each pair of shoes.

Marking code is 2D Barcode - DataMatrix. It contains:
 - GTIN (14 digits), provided by GS1
 - Serial Number (13 symbols), generated by the operator/user
 - Verification code (98 symbols), generated by the operator

*GTIN = Global Trade Item Number. The internal GTIN of the company cannot be used in 
the track and trace system



Who is responsible for marking process?	

 - Only a resident of the Russian Federation can order marking codes
 - The owner of the marking code is responsible for the conformity of the code to the product
 - Codes can be sent to the contractor for application on the goods
 - Marking codes must be applied before customs clearance
 - Importer / owner of codes is responsible for marking errors



Labelling at the factory or at the 3PL operator
 1. Factory
 - easier if the factory applies the customer label
 - easier to identify product
 - easier logistics for direct deliveries
 - requires additional resources
2. 3PL
 - for consolidated cargo
 - additional check of goods
 - possible changes in logistics
 - the choice of contractor is important



How to get marking codes from customer?
1. PDF / Label 

Label with customer data and DataMatrix

DataMatrix



How to get marking codes from customer?
1. PDF / Label 



How to get marking codes from customer?
1. Data
Simple text with Marking codes

GS symbols

IC - Identification code



One code = one pair

 - There are any number of marking codes for each GTIN
 - GTIN = article / item number + size + color
 - Do not mix sizes and colours



GTIN - international / local

 - International GTIN can be used in Russia for marking codes
 - Local GTIN starts with 2. For company use only 
 - GTIN / Barcode needed for marking at the warehouse of the 3PL operator



Software & equipment

1. Software
 - Integration with Existing software
 - Free software / Commercial software
 - No software - print labels only

2. Printers & scanners
 - Laser printer / InkJet Printer / Thermal Transfer Printer
 - 2D scanner or Portable data terminal



Contacts

Boris Kochergin    boris@smartlines.eu   +7 926 291 61 89

 - logistics 

 - warehouse processing 

 - customs clearance 

 - certification 

 - marking and labeling
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